Correlation between the length reduction of carbon nanotubes and the electrical percolation threshold of melt compounded polyolefin composites.
The objectives of this work are to quantify the degree of multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) length reduction upon melt compounding and to demonstrate unambiguously that the length reduction is mainly responsible for the increase in electrical percolation threshold of the resulting composites. Polyolefin matrices of varying viscosities and different functional groups are melt compounded with MWCNTs. A simple method is developed to solubilize the polymer matrix and isolate the MWCNTs, enabling detailed imaging analysis. In spite of the perceived strength of the MWCNTs, the results demonstrate that the shear forces developed during melt mixing are sufficient to cause significant nanotube breakage and length reduction. Breakage is promoted when higher MWCNT contents are used, due to increased probability of particle collisions. Furthermore, the higher shear forces transmitted to the nanotubes in the presence of higher matrix viscosities and functional groups that promote interfacial interactions, shift the nanotube distribution toward smaller sizes. The length reduction of the MWCNTs causes significant increases in the percolation threshold, due to the loss of interconnectivity, which results in fewer conductive pathways. These findings are validated by comparing the experimental percolation threshold values with those predicted by the improved interparticle distance theoretical model.